
FlexSILon® PMC 
Safe and profitable Pipeline

Management and Control Solutions



HIMA. Safety. Nonstop.

It’s a philosophy more than 100 years in the making. It’s built 
on HIMA’s singular focus on safety and is proven by decades 
of technology breakthroughs. It represents our commitment to  
providing maximum safety and uninterrupted plant operations.  
Our goal isn’t just to design the world’s best safety systems. 
It’s to help keep your business safe and running. No shut-
downs. No failures. Maximum uptime. Maximum profitability.

Put in safety, get out profit

Pipelines are the safest way to move liquids and gas.  
We know that excellent safety makes them an even better  
business. The only things needed are the right steps. Every 
year 2000 incidents occur in the European pipeline net-
work.* This network needs to have the right equipment  
installed and processes in place. Pipelines need to meet 
safety standards and the key is broad pipeline expertise. 
Using FlexSILon PMC will further increase the economic  
viability of your pipeline.

HIMA’s Center of Excellence for Pipeline Management & Control 
in Slovakia, has more than 20 years of experience in pipeline 
operations to help your pipeline work safely and reliably.

HIMA has developed FLOWorX, a superior software program 
for leak detection and localization and operation management 
to keep your pipeline flowing.  

HIMA is a pipeline specialist and is ready to provide compre-
hensive consulting while offering a complete spectrum of 
services extending well beyond pure safety. Our solutions 
can be adapted flexibly to meet your needs; from “simple” 
control system delivery to turnkey solutions.

* Source: PTC press release 2012

Our guarantee

HIMA only has a single guarantee to make sure our customers 
always get what they want. "Try before you buy", the name 
says it all. We work with you to draft a concept tailored to your 
specifications. We can develop a pipeline management system 
simulation and make sure our concept is exactly what you  
need. We design, build, install and run the system 
until your requirements are met and you are 
ready to pay. The guarantee is real; we 
will stake our money and our reputation 
on it. Ask for full terms and  
conditions. You will be impressed!
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We offer a whole range of solutions, from control systems and 
sophisticated leak detection and location, to complex pipeline 
management systems and turnkey solutions.

Our experience has been transformed into the state-of-the-art 
pipeline integrity monitoring software, FLOWorX, providing  
excellent performance and long term stability.  

We also offer support services such as preventive and regular main-
tenance, 24/7 service, project management and advising making us 
your best partner for pipeline safety and efficient operations.

Your benefits at a glance
 � Center of Excellence for pipeline solutions with more 

than 20 years of experience
 � Cost effective and reliable solutions
 � Combination of the best of the HIMA world and the best 

available technology
 � Experienced project management
 � Worldwide support
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Services. Nonstop.
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FlexSILon PMC
A complete solution comprising hardware,
software and service

HIMA LIFeCYCLe ServICeS — always make the 
right decision at the right time

The new safety standards and norms make it neces-
sary to look at the issue of safety over the machine’s 
entire lifecycle — from the initial analysis and imple-
mentation through to decommissioning. 

HIMA LIFECYCLE SERVICES demonstrate the HIMA 
Safety. Nonstop. philosophy. Services that are certi-
fied, well thought out and compatible for all phases  
of the safety lifecycle, provide support at all times  
and are based on your needs. HIMA provides you  
with comprehensive safety expertise, which is often 
not available from the planner or operator.  
As an independent partner, HIMA can help you in any  
project structure: from partial tasks to complete  
projects for end customers or in a team with EPCs, 
MACs and DCS manufacturers.

With HIMA experts for functional safety at your side, 
you can be certain right from the start of making 
the right decisions and developing solutions, which — 
even in a legal respect — offer maximum safety and 
enhance the productivity and profitability of your 
equipment over the long term.
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FlexSILon PMC Scope of supply
 

Control 

 � Pump station controls can be an integral part of pipeline control and management or used as stand-alone applications. 
 � Safety-related functions such as overpressure and under pressure protection and ESD requirements are implemented 

to protect pipelines, pumps and of course, the environment.
 � Effective pump station management provides control and monitoring of all the related assets while preparing data  

for other management systems.

HIMA Slovakia can also provide fully integrated applications such as terminal automation and management, with all  
associated maintenance management to support the entire terminal.

eSD 

Emergency shutdown (ESD) with Safety Instrumented System (SIS)
 � Prevents hazardous situations from occurring 
 � Built to isolate hazardous sections of pipeline (for gas pipelines also depressurize hazardous sections)
 � Based upon HAZOP study and further design
 � Designed to safely stop the plant on triggering conditions
 � Power failure must not prevent safe shutdown
 � Extremely high reliability and availability
 � No spurious trips = no production loss
 � Product portfolio of HIMA safety systems up to the most demanding SIL 4 class SCADA

HIMA's SCADA system is a fully integrated industrial control solution
 � It enables our customers to increase their return on assets by delivering reliable, flexible and high performance  

control and monitoring systems
 � Designed and implemented to maximize operator comfort
 � Where you can choose single, hot-standby or distributed-cluster architecture support

Scope of supply

Leak Detection, Operation and Maintenance with FLOWorX

When we developed FLOWorX we had two objectives in mind,  
high performance and flexible configuration. The result is  
superior software for leak detection and operation management.  
200 real field tests have already been carried out.

Leak Detection & Localisation
Leak detection is FLOWorX  
primary feature. 
 � New online solutions to  

detect liquid and gas leaks
 � Minimize false trips
 � Minimum maintenance and  

no calibration
 � Instrument failure  

compensation

Operation & Management  
tools by using FLOWorX 
plug-ins
 � Parcel scheduler
 � Parcel tracking
 � Pig tracking
 � Hydraulic profile
 � Archiver

telecommunications

With our experience, we can tailor the telecommunication systems to specific project requirements. We have support 
services for the following telecommunication types: 
 � Telemetry and control data transmission
 � Wide area networks
 � Voice communication 

The solutions on offer may be based on various types of transmission media combinations including: 
 � Fiber optic cable networks 
 � Metallic cables
 � Wireless communication (RF, mobile operators, satellite, Wi-Fi)

Full service for 3rd party products 

 � RTU
 � Field instruments
 � Data communication
 � SCADA 

It can all come from the same source even though the 
manu facturers may vary. Our pipeline specialists work  
with you to select the right control and measurement  
technology while also supervising service and maintenance. 
Diversity helps avoid common course errors.

Security 
 
Cyber attacks on pipelines? This is one subject more and more companies are worrying about. Our HIMax® system has been 
awarded the Achilles Certificate. The HIMax CPU can provide both Safety AND Security.
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HIMA provides the industry’s largest range of different safety systems. All systems are based on the same technology, proven 
and refined over decades. This enables HIMA to guarantee customers the right, individual safety solution – fast and flexibly. 

 � SIL 3
 � Fast, flexible and compact 
 � Extremely cost-effective
 � Distributed applications
 � Applications with just a few I/O points

 � SIL 3
 � Nonstop operation
 � Maximum performance
 � Maximum configuration flexibility for life
 � Various mechanical concepts
 � Ideal for mid-size and large applications

 � SIL 3
 � For highest fault-tolerance requirements
 � Scalable redundancy
 � Central and distributed installations
 � Ideal for small and mid-size applications
 � Broad range of I/O modules

One technology, always the right solution Benefit from our industry expertise

Hardware and software modernization 
of pipeline network in Czech republic

Cepro, a.s. the biggest product pipeline operator in 
the Czech Republic operates a more than 1100 km 
long pipeline network. The project was intended to 
completely modernize the control and monitoring 
systems as well as of leak detection and the pipeline 
management system. The whole pipeline network is 
operated from the central dispatch centre in Roud-
nice nad Labem. FLOWorX servers are located there 
as well. Display clients (operator workstations) for 
the system can be placed anywhere along the clients 
WAN, however for the time being they are only lo-
cated at the dispatch centre, according to the client 
requirements. System FLOWorX replaced the end 
user’s obsolete leak detection and pipeline manage-
ment system.

Leak detection for product pipeline in 
Hermanuv Mestec

EPC contractor, VAE (Czech Rep.) has asked HIMA to 
install the FLOWorX leak detection system for the in-
terconnecting product pipeline at Hermanuv Mestec 
(Czech Rep.). The end user “The Administration of  
State Material Reserves” of Czech Republic as part of 
its upgrade of tank farms Vrbice I and Vrbice II built  
a new interconnecting product pipeline connecting  
both facilities. The product pipeline is 2.3 km long and 
consists of 4x DN200 pipelines. HIMA’s superior leak 
detection system FLOWorX was installed on each of 
four pipelines to monitor product pipeline integrity.  
The operator’s workstation was installed at the opera-
tor’s rooms at Vrbice I and Vrbice II. Data exchange 
between FLOWorX and the existing SCADA system  
was also included in the project. Project was significant 
for HIMA as it was the first installation of FLOWorX  
system on the facilities for transporting and storage  
of aviation fuels.

Find more case studies on www.hima.sk

 Planar4

 � SIL 4
 � Hard-wired system
 � Programming: solder, termipoint and wire wrap
 � Extremely robust 
 � Scalable redundancy 
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HIMA is the world’s leading specialist for safety-related auto-
mation solutions. HIMA solutions provide maximum safety and 
maximum availability and can be integrated into any automa-
tion environment. More than 30,000 HIMA systems have been 
installed in over 80 countries, protecting the assets of the 
world’s largest companies in the oil, gas, chemicals, pharmaceu-
ticals and power generation industries for more than 40 years. 
In the fields of rail, logistics and machine safety, HIMA solutions 
are leading the way to increased safety and profitability. 

HIMA develops solutions that provide both maximum safety 
and availability for processes, plants and machinery – nonstop. 
The HIMA LIFECYCLE SERVICES concept gives customers an  
overview of all the requirements of ‘functional safety’ allowing  
them to always make the right decision at the appropriate time.  
HIMA solutions therefore offer maximum safety, strengthen a 
plant's productivity and profitability whilst ensuring compliance 
to global statutory requirements.

HIMA was founded in Germany in 1908. Since 1970, the com-
pany has achieved numerous milestones in the field of safety-
related automation engineering, including the introduction of the  
world’s first TÜV-certified safety system. HIMA now has over 
700 employees with every third member of staff at the head-
quarters in Brühl working solely in research and development. 

Through a steadily growing network of group companies, sales  
and service centres, as well as representatives in more than 
50 countries, HIMA implements projects of all sizes all over the  
world. Thanks to its corporate independence, the family-run 
company is able to work in any project structure – taking on 
complete projects or partial tasks, and working both directly for  
end customers and as part of a team with EPCs, MACs and PCS  
manufacturers. This enables HIMA to continue to concentrate 
on safety solutions. The results are quality products, unrivalled 
specialist knowledge and customer confidence built on decades 
of successful projects.

Why HIMA?
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For a detailed list of all our subsidiaries and representatives,
please visit our website: www.hima.com/contact

96 9000529 0612 V01
© 2012 HIMA Paul Hildebrandt GmbH + Co KG
® = registered trademarks of  
HIMA Paul Hildebrandt GmbH + Co KG
Specifications are subject to change.
 
HIMA Slovakia, s.r.o.
Vodna 23  I  949 01 Nitra, Slovakia
Phone +421 37 3210 111  I  Fax +421 37 3210 101
himask@hima.com  I  www.hima.sk

Administrador
Texto escrito a máquina
QUITO:                TELF.:   +593 2 3957527	                MOVIL: +593 9 87038430                                                                                                                          GUAYAQUIL:    TELF.:  +593 4 2 683651                              MOVIL: +593 9 98487905                                                                                                                                                                           EMAIL:                info@euroinstruments.com.ec
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